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III. SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS
A. Situation
This report covers the first year ot
activities in the county under the supervision
ot the present Home Demonstration Agent" who
reported tor duty in Graham and Greenlee Counties
November 1, 1942.
Graham County has a population of 12,,113.
This population is almost entirely rural as there
is only one town of any size which is Satford, the
County Seat, having an approximate population of
2,,266. Three of the. other twelve towns and villages
have a population ot between 500 and 1,000; while
the others have less 'than a population of 200.
There are also some scattered cattle ranches and
tarms.
3,500 acres of the county are under cultiva­
tion, being irrigated trom the Gila River. Due
to the lack of water, home gardens are necessarily
limi ted in the unirrigated sections of the county.
In December 1942, there were no organized
Homemakers groups in the county. In 1940 there
were two clubs.
In previous years, method demonstrations had
been conducted in the various communities from time
to time and through these contacts, the women ot the
county had learn�d to call upon the Home Demonstra­
tion Agent for information and for assistance with
their homemaking problems.
The organization of Homemakers Clubs has been
slow, due to the following reasons:
1. Fifty per cent of the inhabitants of the
County Seat are members of the Church of Jesus
Christ ot Latter Day Saints, while the other
communities are practically one hundred per cent
members of this church. As this church has a
full program for all of its members and makes
special effort to reach all of the homemakers
through the Relief SOCiety Organization which
meets once a week, it means that it is very
hard for the women of these communities to find
time to take part in Homemakers Clubs. However, these
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III SUMMA.RY (continued)
A. Situation (continued)
women show their interest by frequently re­
questing literature and other assistance
from the Home Demonstration Agent.
2. With increased demands upon the rural women
for work on the farms and in war activities,
it is difficult for them to find time to
give to any other interest.
3. Many former school teachers have left
the county to go into defense work, so quite
a large number of our Homemakers have had
to fill these vacancies and are doing double
duty by teaching and carrying on their home
activities. Eight of the women in different
communities who have been most faithful in
attending the Homemakers Clubs and taking an
active part, are now teaching school, For
the same reason, several 4-H Club leaders
have been lost. The most capable women in
the communities are either teaching school
or are so busy with church activities and
Red Oros s , e+c , , that they do not have time
to act as leaders.
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B. Plan for Meeting the Situation:
1. The Home Demonstration Agent was to learn the
County and make as many personal contacts as possible.
2. Method demonstrations were to be held in all
communities requesting them and following the demon­
strations, Homemakers Clubs were to be organized
wherever possible.
3. It was decided to organize a County Homemakers
Council by November, 1943.
4. Work was to be carried on through Leader Training
meetings wherever possible. These local Leaders, in
turn, were to carry the instructions back to the groups
each represented. The Home Demonstration Agent was to
assist these local Leaders in carrying out the program
as planned and �here it was deSired.
5. The �eighborhood Leader System was to be encour­
aged and used to carry pertinent information to the
"last farm family".
6. An effort was to be made to assist the farm
families in meeting ohanges brought about by the war.
At all times those activities which would make a
contribution to the war effort we're to be stressed.
7. The Home Demonstration Agent was to accept as many
calls for help as possible and give information through
personal contact, the radio, newspaper articles, and
by circular letter.
8. Food Production was to be given special emphasis,
, and every rural family was to be encouraged and given
assistance in increasing home gardens, egg production,
milk, butter, and cheese. The raising of meat for
home use was to be �ncouraged.
9. Food preservation and conservation was to be
stressed.
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III. sUl�Y -cont.
B. Plan for Meeting .the Situation: -cont.
10. Nutrition and Clothing projects were to be
given under the guidance and assistance of the
Specie.lbt in Food and Clothing in the Agriculturd
Extension Service of the University of Arizona at
Tucson.
11. The Home Demonstration Agent was to continue
work with the 4-H Clubs which were organized in
Uovember 1942 and to organize as many more Girl's
Clubs as possible# instruct the leaders, and give
supervision.
.
year.
12. A county 4-H Fair was to be held during the
I
13. Other organizations such as Federated Clubs,
Parent-Teachers, Farm Bureau, L. D. S. Societie's,
and other agencies were to be contacted in an effort
to·interest them in the Extension Program�
14. Long time and immediate goals were to be worked
out, constantly keeping in mind the county, conditions,
needs, and desires.
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III. SuMwRy
C. Accomplishments -- Methods and Assistance
1 •. The Home Demonstration Agent is assisted by
the Specialists in giving method demonstrations, and
in preparing materials for demonstrations. They give
the Home Demonstration Agent the benefit of their
research and thus keep her informed and up-to-date.
They also give instructions in methods and techniques.
The Specialists have assisted the Agent in giving
5 method demonstrations with an attendance of 64. The
state 4-H Leader spent 7 days in the county asSiSting
with 4-H work.
-
2. 42 method demonstrations were given in the county,
the attendance being �.
3. 3 Homemakers Clubs with officers and a planned
program for the year have been organized.
4. 1 Leaders Training Club representing 6 L. D. S.
Relief Societies meet monthly. At each meeting a
demonstration, according to the plan of work, is
given. Then these representatives take the demonstra­
tion to their respective groups.
5. An attempt was made to organize a County Homemakers
Council. 4 women representing 3 groups attended. The
next meeting will be in the spring.
6. The Agent taught a standard Red Cross Nutrition
Course. There were 10 meetings of two hours each.
�5 women attended the-class and i received their certif­
ICates. The others audited the course.
i. More personal requests have come for assistance
in Food Preservation than in other projects.
8. The Agent has accepted calls which have come to her.
co-operating with the Parent Teachers Association,
Womens Club, Farm Security Administration, Schools, Child
Welfare Department, O. C. D. and War Board.
9. PubliCity has been carried on by means of the radio.
newspaper letters and talks.
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III. SUMMARY-cont.
c. Accomplishments--Methods and Assistance-cont.
10. Every effort has been made- to further the War
Effort. In connection with the "Share the Meat
Program" 14 communities were reached; 34 Neighbor­
hood Leaders participated; 512 familieS-were contacted.
"Explainers" were trained iilTO connnunities in con­
nection with the Point Rationing.
The Agent served on a sub-comwittee of the War
Board for the purpose of passing on Pressure Canner
Applications.
11. The Home Demonstration Agent organized 12
4..H Clubs 'during the year 1942-43. 11 4-H Clubs
have been organized for the year 1943-44.
12. 1 girls 4-H Club Fair with an attendance of 156
was held in April 1943. 8 4-H Achievement DaYS were
held in 8 clubs.
-
13. 4 4-H Leader Training meetings were held.
14. A 4-H gir1� Chloe Rogers� won the State Contest
in Clothing Achievement.
-7-
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D. Statistics
The Home Demonst.ation Agent has served
12 months during the year.
She has spent in this county 220 work days;
11� days in the office and 1091 days in the field.
The work has been divided so that she has given l74i
days to adults and 4� days to 4-H Club work.
-
The Agent has also spent 61 days in Greenlee
County; 12 days in the office-and 49 days in the
field, thUs making a total of 122*-Office days and
l5S! days in the field and � working days altogether.
During the year the Home Demonstration Agent has
made �3S visits to 280 homes in this county" and has
receivedE! officeCalls and' 354 telephone calls.
491 letters have been written; 29 circular letters
have�en prepared and 2720 copies Of these circular
letters Lasued ;'
-
The Agent has participated in 38 adult meetings
not reported elsewhere, with a total attendance of 852.
The Agent has participated in 42 4-H Club meetings
with a total attendance of 936.
--
The Agent gave �method demonstrations with an
attendance of 544
The Agent has given 4 talks on the radio and
published 19 articles in-the newspaper.
The Agent has ariven her personally owned car
4897 �les in official duty in Graham County and
3759 miles in Greenlee County, making a grand total
of 8656 miles in all.
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I. ORGANIZATION
Sub-Project B.
This is a total summary of th� Home Demonstration
Agent's Statistical Report dating from December 1, 1942,
to December 1, 1943 in Graham County:
Home Visits
Different Homes Visited
Office Cells
Telephone Calls
Days in Office
Days in Field
News Articles
Letters 'Written
Circular Le'tters
Copies of Circular Letters
Auto Miles Travelled on Official Busin.
Demonstrations Established
Demonstrations Completed--Adult & 4-H
Miscellaneous Meetings--Adult & 4-H
Total Attendance
Meetings Held by Loca'l Leaders
(Home Dem. Agent not present)
Attendance
Neighborhood leaders
338
280
378
354
1101:-
l091
19
491
29
2720
4897
47
47
102
2782
49
441
34
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I � ORGANIZA'l'ION
Sub-Project B. Home Economics Extension Organi zation
Phase 1. Homemakers Clubs
As there were no existing Homemakers Clubs in Graham County
the Home Demonstration Agent contacted leading women in each
co�t.Y, discussing with them the possibilities of organiz­
ing a Homemakers Club in their community. Through the contacts
made by the Share the Meat Program, neighborhood leaders were
appointed. Much information was gained in regards to the atti­
tude of the women,. Nearly every oommuni ty expressed themselves
as being interested in the Extension Service Pxgram.
Formerly most of the demonstrations given in oommunities have
been held either in the Churoh or 11he School; so when the ques­
tion of meeting in private homes was brought up, some of the
women felt that it would be impossible to arrange for home meet­
ings. However after having seen the Geronimo Homemakers work
effectively by having monthly meetings in the different homes ,
other communities have made it known to the Home Demonstration
Agent that they would also like to have such a club.
After having method demonstrations in eleven different co:rmnunities
an effort was made to organize standard Homemakers Clubs. This
was done first in Geronimo. Since attendance at Ft. Thomas was
so small, the Ft. Thomas and Geronimo group have organized into
one Homemakers Club. This club has met every month during the
year and is proving to be very successful. The Ashurst community
wishes to organize early in the coming year.
The women of Aravaipa-Klondyke area requested the organization
of a club. This club is also meeting every month; though small,
they are enthusiastic. During the spring and summer, monthly
meetings were held with the women of Ft. Grant; but due to lack
of teachers, in the rural school and changes in personnel in the
nearby Industrial School many of the families moved away, so this
club has been discontinued until next summer.
Six 'Wards of the L. D. S. Church requested materials and demon­
strations for their individual groups, so two representatives
from each Ward have been organized into a Leaders Training group.
These women meet once a month at which time the Home Demonstration
Agent conducts method demonstrations and gives the women materials
to use in their respective groups. Each leader carries this inform­
ation or demonstration back to her Relief Society.
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I. ORGANIZATION cont.
Bub-Pr-o ject B. Home Economics Extension ,Organization-cont.
Phase 1. Homemakers Clubs-cont.
In two communities the Home Management Supervisor
of the Farm Securit.y Administration acted as leader and
after receiving the instructions from the Home Demonstra­
tion Agent, c.r,ried on the meetings in these communities.
Since September there has been no Home Management Super­
visor in this county.
In connection with point rationing, women were
organized and instructed in six communities so that
they could act as Explainers in schools and stores.
The O. C. D. trained the Explainers in the large communities
and the Home Demonstration Agent covered the rural com-
muni ties.
Five different group mee'tings were held for the
purpose of tra.ining Neighborhood Leaders in connection
with the Share the Meat Program. Others were contacted
individually. These contacts also served as an excel­
lent means tor the Home Demonstration Agent to lay a
foundation for future work in these areas.
Miss Jean Stewart, the state Leader, made £ive
visits to the county during the year assisting organi­
zation work.
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I. ORGANIZATION cont.
Sub-Project B. Home Economics Extension Organir.ation-cont.
Phase 2. Homemakers Council
In November the first attempt at organizing a
Homemakers Council was made. Each club was asked to
send one or more representatives to this meeting;
only four women representing three groups were in
attendance. The Home Demonstration Agent and Miss
Stewart, presented the purpose and plans for the organ­
ization of the County Council. Another meeting has
been called for the spring when it is hoped that more
groups will be represented.
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I. ORGA,lHZATION cont.
Sub-Project C.---4-H Clubs
Phase 1---4-H Club Organization
From Decem.ber 1942 until September 1943, twelve 4-H Clubs
were organized, nine of which completed their projects before
S�ptember. The others are carrying over into the present year.
Eleven 4-H Clubs have been organized for the year 1943-44,;; others
will be organized as soon as the cotton picking season is over
and the children are free to work on their projects. Lea.ders have
been very difficult to secure.
A 4-H Club Fair was organized and the plans successfully
carried out in April 1943. Most of the 4-H Club work in the
county has been carried on among Grade School girls due to the
fact that the older girls who are enrolled in Vocational Home
Economics classes are not supposed to also do 4-H Club work.
-
This means that, in many of-our communities we have only first or
second year work. However, plans are being carried out to make
it possible for the girls to continue with their 4-H Club-work
during sumner months or ou;tside schoof even though they are
taking Vocational Home Economics.
In some communities where the schools are consolidated
with buses taking the rural children to and from school, it has
been necessary to have the clubs conducted during ·school hours.
In other communities where the homes are more centrally located,
it has been possible to have local leaders who have conducted
meetings in their homes. There are great possibilities for 4-H
Club work in this county. Parents of 4-H Club members are very
appreciative.
Four 4-H Club Leaders Training Meetings have been held
during ·the year. The Clothing Specialist f�om the University
of Arizona Extension Service assisted with two of these meetings.
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I. ORGANIZATION "cont.
Sub-Project D---Reports
Weekly and Monthly Reports have been v�itten regularly.
Two daily reports are kept, one showing the contacts made
during the day and another showing the trips made, time
required and mileage covered. A Statistical and a Narrative
Report are mAde monthly.
For part of the year a War Activity Report was made
twice a month. Also the Home Demonstration Agent's calendar
of work for the coming month is mailed regularly to the
Extension Service. The Annual Report and the Annual Plan 6f
Work have consumed two weeks.
.
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XIII. NUTRITIOU
It has taken a second World War to make the people really
conscious of the importanoe of nutrition. The publicity given
by the Government as �rell as by· our own Extension Service has
done much to make people nutrition conscious.
During the year a Refresher Course in Nutrition was
completed by a group of Home Economics workers in the Valley.
The Home Demonstration Agent completed this course receiving her
Red Cross Nutrition Certificate.
The Valley was divided into different groups with each
qualified leader conducting a Red Cross Nutrition Course. The
Home Demonstration Agent taught the standard course in Pima.
Nine, women completed the course receiving their Red Cross
Certificates. This was the largest number of anyone group in
the Valley.
Nutrition classes were also conducted in connection �th
the Homemakers Club at Ft. Grant.
The Home Demonstration Agent has been a member of the
County Nutrition Committee. 1�s. Dudgeon the Food Specialist
Agent spent three days in the county training the Home
Demonstration Agent and assisting with method demonstrations.
One trip was made to Cochise County by the Home Demonstration
}�ent where Mrs. Dudgeon worked with three Home Demonstration
Agents on meat alternates.
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XIII. NUTRITION
Sub-Projeot-A---Planned Food Supply
Phase l---Production of Fruits and Vegetables.
At every opportunity possible home production and its
importance were stressed. Articles were written for the
newspaper, a radio talk was given and a circular letter was
sent out. At every meeting held by the Home Demonstration
Agent, pamphlets concerning gardens and their cultivation
were given to those requesting them.
At a meeting of the Graham County Council of P. T. A.
a talk was given on Food and the War with emphasis on the
importance of home production.
There was a great increase in the number of gardens
in Graham County. People who thought that they could not
have a garden found that they were able to produce much of
their home food supply.
Several talks have been given to Women' s Clubs and
related agencies at which time food production and nutrition
were stressed.
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Sub-Project A---Planned Food Supply
Phase 2---Produ'ction of Eggs, Butter and Milk
The family chicken flock has come into its own. Nearly
every rural home now has a flock of chickens which they are
trying to raise scientifically. There has also been an in-
'
crease in home production of milk, butter and meat.
At one Homemakers meeting the County Agent gave a
demonstration on the "Grading and Handling of Eggs."
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XIII. NUTRITION
Su�-Project A. Planned Food Supply
Phase 3. 4-H Garden Clubs
Sixteen girls in five communi ties had individual
gardens. Twelve of these girls completed their gardens.
Most were necessarily very small gardens, but they were
a start and helped furnish vegetables for the table.
One girl has sufficient to do some canning and to sell
a few vegeta.bles. The mother remarked, ttr didn't know
that a few seeds could add so much to the family food
supply."
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Sub-Project B---Food Preservation
Phase 1---Brining Foods
For two months during the summer it was impossible
to buy jars for canning and many of the homemakers did
'not have sealers to use for cans, so information was
requested on the brining of foods. The Home Demonstration
Agent answered these requests through conferences and
literature.
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XIII NUTRITION
Sub-Proj.eot B---Food Preservation
Phase 2---ca�ing Foods
Approximately 68,896 jars of food were canned. Almost
daily requests by telephone and by office calls came for
assistance in canning f'oods, Women who had never canned
before put up many fruits and vegetables.
Due to an early spring the fruit in the valley was
more plentiful than usual; many years it is all killed by
an early frost.
The county pressure cooker has been used by twenty­
two different people who have canned, 376 quarts of food.
Seventy-five new Victory Canners were alloted the
county.
A circular letter on the care. of the pressure cooker
was sent out.
Twenty-one pressure gages were tested.
The Home Demonstration Agent has been called into
five homes to give instructions regarding the use of the
new Victory Canners.
The Home Demonstration Agent spent two days ��th
Miss Virmond, the Home Demonstration Agent of Cochise
County, learning more about up-to-date methods of canning.
She has also spent several days in her home improving her
technique.
The Hot Water Bath method of crutning fruits and tomatoes
seemed to be new to many people so a great deal of assistance
has been given in this method of canning.
-20-
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XI II NUTRIT ION
Sub-Project B---Food Preservation
Phase 2---Canning Foods cont.
,Due to the reports in the papers and on the radio
advising against oven canning, and also due to the fact
that there was an explosion in Pima, in connection wit�
oven canning, many questions regarding the advisability
of this method of canning have come to this office.
Most people have switched to the Hot Water Bath for fruits
and vegetables, and pressure cooker for non-acid vegetables
and meats.
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XI II NUTRITION
Sub-Project B---Food Preservation'
Phase 3---Dehydration ofF.���s and Vegetables.
Three method demonstr�tions were given on the dehydration
of fruits and vegetables, the Food Specialist from the University
of Arizona Extension Service giving one of them. These were
held in Geronimo, Pima and Ft. Grant, communities where the
dehydration demonstrations were not given last year.
Besides the group demonstrations, the agent was called
into three homes to assist with dehydration.
Five people in the county made a dehydrator; three
borrowed the Home Demonstration Agent's blower type of
dehydrator;- several women reported the use of the oven in drying;
while others used the old sun methods.
Two hundred and fifty pounds of home-dried foods have been
reported to the county office--most of this was corn--apples,
a few peaches, a few plums and prunes, grapes, summer squash
and greens were also dehydrated. The best results were with
the corn, grapes, peaches, apples, summer squash and chard.
Peppers were dried, but this was done by hanging them in strips
on the porch.
The blower type dehydrator, with no heat, worked
beautifully during the hot, dry days of su¢mer, but if it
rained the moisture was re-absorbed, sometimes resulting in mold.
Even in the hot, dry areas it would be best to have heat
in' some form.,_ 1: J , .. ',
"
Besides the two home-made dehydrators in the county office;
one has heat applied and one only the fam; the Thatcher High
School has a blower type one and the Pima Canning Center has
one heated by light globes. All of these were used by Homemakers
in the county.
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XIII NUTRITION
Sub-Project B---Food Preservation
Phase 5---4-H Food Preservation
Mother's and Daughber-t s Canning Clubs were· organi zed in·
Eden and Pima, with f'ive girls participating. Due to the
fact that the girls were so scattered and could not get to­
gether for regular meetings, the idea of ttMother,LDaughter
Clubs" was borcowed from Miss Bertha Virmond of Cochise
County. After receiving instructions from the Home Demonstration
Agent the girls carried out their projects at home, being
guided by their mothers. Some very good work was done in this
way. In one home, where neither the mother or the daughter
had ever canned before, they put up more than a hundred quarts
of fruits and vegetables. The -vegetables came from the 4-H
girl's garden.
More could be done along this line if leaders were
available and if the Home Demonstration Agent had more time
to give to the project.
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Sub-Project B---Food Preservation
Phase 6---Storing Food
Due to warm winters in most of the county, cellars and
basements are practically nill. Also winter gardens are
possible, so storage is not so important. However, in the
communities of higher altitude, apples, pumpkins, squash,
potatoesand cabbage are stored.
-24-
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XIII l'TITTRITION
Sub-Project D---Food Preparation
Phase 1---Preparation of Bread
Four method demonstrations on making bread from Arizona
flour have been given in four different communities. This is
one of the Rome Demonstration Agent's·�YQ�±tedemonstrations
but until the women have seen it they are not so interested.
Many of the women have always made their own bread and are
satisfied with the results, while others do not care to make
bread. H'owe.ve-r:"·those who attend the bread making meetings
have expressed themselves as being surprised and pleased
that such good bread can be made from soft wheat flour
produced in their own cmrununity.
At one meeting each member brought a s,ample of cookies
made by using Karo, honey or molasses.
Two follow up meetings, making bread variations have
been given. Sweet breads and whole grain breads are made
in these meetings. More of these are planned for December.
A slight increase in the interest in home made bread
is developing. The swing back to wAking bread in the home
is slow but sure.
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XIII lffiTRITImr
Sub-Project D---Food Preparation and Service
Phase 3---Meat Alternates
The meat alternates method demonstration as worked out by
Mrs. Duggeon, the Food Specialist of the University Extension
Service, was given in eight communities in this county ,nth
an attendance of l04--all but one woman reported that she
prepared some of the dishes at home and passed the info,rmation
on to one or more neighbors--one homemaker passed it on to ten
different women. This proved to be the most useful and most
popular demonstration given during the ye�r. More requests
have come for this bulletin than for any other.
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XI II 1TUTRITION
Sub-Project D---Food preparation and service.
Phase 4--- Preparation of Dairy Products
As it is impossible most of the time to buy cheese, there
has been a number of requests for n�king American cheese at
home. One demonstration has been given with several planned
for the coming year. In the meantime ten woman have requested
cheese making bulletins and are now making cheese. Women who
made cheese in years past are again making cheese at home.
In Pima a group of neighbors exchange their milk, al1
taking one days surplus milk to one won�, the next day to
another woman, etc. Thus several pounds can be made at one
time.
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XIII NUTRITION
Sub-Project D---Food Preparation and Service
Phase 7---4-U Meals
Three clubs completed their projects in Meal Planning.
The Thatcher Club completed two years work, one during the
school year and one during the summer months.
XI! I 11JTRIT Ion
Sub-Project E-'-- Food Economics
Phase 1--- Food Buying
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A mimeographed sheet was prepared on "Wise Buying," which
was used as a basis for discussions on how to read labels,
wise choice of foods according to price, quality, quantity,
and points. This material was presented to eight different
groups--due to these meetings the women are more careful and
prudent in their marketing.
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XIIi NUTRIT ION
Sub-Project E---Food Economics
Phase 5---4-H Food Costs Records
All girls completing their Canning and Meal Planning
Projects kept accurate records of costs. These records
are filed in the county office for further reference.
Keeping regular records seems to be the hardest thing
a 4-H member has to do. The easiest way to assist them
in this is to take out a few minutes at each club meeting
to bring the record books up-to-date.
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XIV. CLOTHING
AIM: t'To have all members of the family
pres,entably and appropriately dressed for all social
and work activities; and warmly clad in winter at a
minimum cost developing poise, self-confidence and
good health."
The clothing program was planned to work toward
the bringing about of the aim as given above.
Method Demonstrations were given on the follow­
ing subjeots: Dry Cleaning, Pressing, Washing Fine
Fabrics, and Dress Forms.
Through the medium of discussion groups, radio
and the newspaper, information was given on Pack
Away Y0!lr Winter Clothes, Washing Fine Fabrd cs , and
Wise Buying.
Miss Lorene Dryden, the Clothing Specialist of
the University Extension Service, spent nine days
in the county training the Home Demonstration Agent
and aSSisting with demonstrations.
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XIV. CLOTHING
Sub-Prooect A. Selection
Phase 2. Comparison of Fibres Used In Materials
In connection with the Method Demonstrations on
Dry Cleaning apd Washing Fine Fabrics the women were
shown how to identify fabrics, how to read labels,
and how to treat the various types of fabrics. In
some communities where demonstrations on Fabric Identi­
fication had been given the previous year, a review
was conducted.
Discussions on "VVise BuyingU brought out the fact
that the women were not reading labels and really knew
very little about the composition of the garments they
were purchasing. It was brought out that the merchants
and clerks were not careful about keeping tags on
garments and could not answer the consumers' questions
regarding colors, Shrinkage, fibre content, etc.
Following these meetings there was a marked
difference in the local clerks attitude toward such
questions, showing that the stores will give what the
public demands.
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XIV. CLOTHI NG
Sub-Project B. Construction
Phase 2. Dress Forms
Suddenly the homemakers becoDdng interested
in dress fonns� came to the Home Demonstration
Agent asking for assistance. More and more as
ready made garments increase in price� as the
construction becomes inferior� and as the range
of selection decreases, women are sewing at home.
Therefore� they feel the need of dress forms.
The Home Demonstration Agent has given th�ee
demonstrations, and leaders have given four within
the last two months. One of the demonstrations
was given for the leaders of the Relief Societies
of the L.·D. S. Church. Two of these women have
in turn given the demonstration to their groups
and more will give them soon.
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XIV. CLOTHING
Sub-Projeet C. Selection And Construction
Phase 4. 4-H Clothing 'Work
The clothing clubs did very good work. A local
seamstr·es.s who was asked to assist with the judging
on Achievement Day or one of the clubs, expressed
herself as being greatly surprised at the quality of
work done by first and second year girls. Most of
the girls were 11, 12, and 13 years of age.
Due to the conflict with Vocational Education
Classes very rew High School girls have been able to
continue with 4-H.
Two clubs which were in the school were not able
to complete their work as school activities interrerred
with their time of meeting.
Chloe Rogers, one or the few High School girls
who has continued 4-H work, won the County and State
Contest in Clothing Achievement. This has been a
boost for 4-H work in the county. Chloe acted as assis­
tant leader this past year and will lead a club this
summer.
4-H Leader Training Meetings were held. Miss
Dryden, Extension Clothing Specialist, discussed with
the leaders the best methods of presenting the materials
to the clubs, and the preparation and presentation of
illustrative material. At one work meeting illustra­
tive material was prepared.
Nine clothing clubs have been organized for the
year 1943-44.
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XIV. CLOTHING
Sub-Project D. Economics
Phase 1. Care and Conservation of Clothing
(Dry Cleaning, Pressing, Washing
Fine Fabrics and storage.)
Nine Method Demonstrations were given in nine
communi ties--Miss Dryden, Clothing Specialist of the
University, gave one of these. The "Spotting"
which was done at these meetings was a revelation to
many women. In some cases spots were removed which
the Dry Cleaners had not removed; while in other
cases stubborn spots which had set a long time could
not be removed. The women learned the proper solvent
to use, procedure, spotting and handling of the
garments. In comparing prices they found they could
save 25 to 75 cents on a garment.
Following these meetings one solvent dealer
jokingly said his sales of solvent had increased so
he thought he would hire a Home Demonstration Agent
to give demonstrations for him.
In one community two women got together and
cleaned all 'their winter clothes before packing them
away. �ben figuring costs they found t�ey had done
$40.00 worth of cleaning at a cost of $3.00.
Twenty-nine other women have reported to the
Agent that they have been doing dry cleaning at home
since attending the demonstrations.
The Clothing Specialist of the Extension Service
instructed the Home Demonstration Agent in making
new patches. One day was spent in preparing illus­
trative material which will be used in connection
with mending demonstrations in the coming year.
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XIV. CLOTHING
Sub-Project D. Economics
Phase 1. Care and Conservation of Clothing
(Dry C1eaning� Pressing� Washing
Fine Fabrics and Storage.)
PRESSING
As there was not time to do the pressing on
the same day as the cleaning demonstrations were
given� pressing was given as a follow-up meeting.
Eight pressing demonstrations 'Were given. Since
women have always �ad to press. this did not sound
so interesting to them; but those who attended were
surprised to find they could learn a few new trick.s
and short cuts to an old trade. The pressing pads
and pressing cloths which were made at the meeting
have proven so popular that some women are giving
them as Christmas presents.
WASHING FINE FABRICS
Four demonstrations were given on the handling
and washing of garments made from wool, knit, rayon,
silk, seersucker, etc. Miss Dryden, Extension Cloth­
ing.Specialist gave one of these demonstrations for
six leaders. She also assisted at one of the club
demonstrations. 'At all of the meetings garments were
tested for shrinkage and color fastness before wash­
ing them.
Besides the meetings for the homemakers the
Home Demonstration Agent g�ve a demonstration on
Washing Girls' Dresses and Undies at a 4-H Club
meeting. A radio program was given and two newspaper
articles published on "Taking the Risk Out of Wash­
ing."
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XIV. CLOTHING
Sub-Project D. Economics
Phase 1. Care and Conservation of Clothing
(Dry Cleaning, Pressing, Washing Fine
Fabrics and storage.)
STORAGE
A. radio program was given and a newspaper article
published on "Pack Away your Winter Clothes." Instruc­
tions were given on preparation for storage and
methods of storage. Information was also given as
to ways of ridding the home of such pests as moths
and silVer fish. This publicity brought in a number
of requests for bulletins on "Pack Away your Winter
Clothes."
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XIV. CLOTHING
Sub-Project D. Economics
Phase 4. Trends of the Clothing Situation
The Home Demonstration Agent has tried to keep
informed on this subject through information given
by the Extension Clothing SpeCialist and through
reading. These trends were passed on to the home­
makers at their regular meetings.
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XIV. CLOTHING
Sub-Project F. Clothing Legislation
Phase 1. Laws Affecting The Clothing Industry
A study was made of laws affecting the supply
and quality of clothing. The Home Demonstration
Agent prepared materials on labels, ceiling prices
on hose, '8tc. The fact that the homemakers know
more about top local prices, quality, etc., has
had an effect upon the local stores. They are
more careful about complying wi th regulations. In
most cases the ceiling price on hose was not kept
until the women began to refuse to pay more than
ceiling prices.
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xv. HOME 1OO0NOMICS
Sub-Project A. Selection
Phase 6. Ideas for Christmas Presents
Seven demonstrationS were given on Ideas for
Christmas Presents. Three of these were with 4-H
Clubs and one was given to a Relief Society by a
leader. Other members of the L. D. S. Leaders
Training Meeting will give demonstrations to their
groups in December.
At these meetings the Home Demonstration Agent
took a collection of aprons, stUffed toys, house
slipper's, travelling shoe bags, receipt folders, hat
racks, etc., with patterns so that the women could
take them off. At some of the meetings the women
brought ideas.
Christmas programs and games were also
suggested.
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XV. HOME ECONOMICS
Sub-Project D. Economics
. Phase 5. Home Repairs
The Geronimo Homemakers Club was given
instructions on the Selection and Repair of Home
Equipment by Mr. Gove Allen of the Fort Thomas
Htgh School. Scissors were sharpened, ironing cords
repaired, sockets installed, etc.
More of these meetings will be held in the
coming' year.
At many regular club meetings Care and Repair
of Equipment has been stressed and pamphlets on
care given to those requesting them.
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xv HOME ECONOMICS
Sub-project D---EConomics
Phase 6---storage
The Home Demonstration Agent had the privilege ot
meeting in Wilcox with Miss Jean stewart. state Leader;
:Miss Lorene Dryden. Extension Clothing Speoialist;
Miss Bertha·Yirmond. Coohise County Home Demonstration
Agent; Miss Evelyn Bentley, Pima County Home Demonstration
Agent; and Miss Mary Rokahr, Home Management Speoialist
trom Washington, D. c. A preliminary meeting was held
at the home ot Miss Vermond, where plans were made tor
carrying out a storage result demonstration at the home
of Mrs. Jack Neal.
The meeting was oontinued at Mrs. Neals home
which was thrown open to inspeotion of closets and
all other storage space. storage needs were disoussed
and an attempt made to set goals for storage improve­
ment.
Mis·s Yirmond and Miss Dryden had previously worked
with Mrs. Neal along this line. The meeting proved to
be a great help in showing the possibilities of a
result demonstration. Some result demonstrations are
pl'anned tor Graham County.
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XVI. HEALTH
Sub-Project B. Health Program
Phase 2. 4-H Health Clubs
There are no separate health clubs, but each
club carries this as part of their regular work.
Every club member was given a copy of the attractive
4-H health book called, "Health and Attractiveness."
Each club stresses some one particular phase of health.
MOst of the clubs have chosen the Care of Hair and the
Improvement of Posture. noticeable improvement is
evident in the girls hair.
More stress needs �o be put on regular sleeping
and eating habits.
The Home Demonstration Agent has given a talk
to every club on, "Health and Its Importance in the
War Effort."
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XVIII COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES
Sub-project A---Related Agencies
Phase 2---Farm Security Administration
The Home Management Supervision of the Farm
Security AdDdnistration called upon the Home Demonstration
Agent for assistance in preparing demonstrations for
some of her groups of women. Assistance was given
in bread making, dry cleaning, pressing, canning
and dehydration.
As there is now no Home Management Supervisor
in the county,-. the office often calls upon the Home
Demonstration Agent for advice in connection wi th
loaning their pressure cooker, etc.
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XVIII. COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES
Sub-project A---Related Agencies
Phase 4---parent Teachers A$sociation
A.t the request of the Graham County Council of
the Parent Teachers �sociation the Home Demonstration
Agent gave a talk on "Food and the War.n Following
this talk they asked the Hame Demonstration Agent to
give a aeries of talks on the Sunday afternoon radio
hour which is sponsored by the Parent Teachers
A$sociation. The Home Demonstration Agent had to
refuse this request as she felt she did not have the
time to give.
.
One talk was given to the Safford local chapter
of the Parent Teachers Association, on " Nutrition
and Health in the Orient."
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XVIII. COMMUNITY ACTIVITIm;
Sub-Project A. Related Agencies
Phase 5. Other University Departments
The Home Demonstration Agent has given some
publicity through the newspapers and by circular
letters as well as by personal contacts to the
following campaigns: "Fire Prevention, Protection
Against Lightning, Accident Prevention, Safe Water
Supplies, etc�, which ��. Ballantyne, the Specialist
in Rural Sociology conducts.
Mr. Ballantyne also keeps the Agent supplied
with recreational suggestions and material to be
used in conducting homemakers meetings.
The Agent reports accidents which occur in
the county to Mr. Ballantyne.
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XVIII COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES
Sub-project A---Related Agencies
Phase 7---Chi1d Welfare Department
The Home Demonstration Agent has been -able to
introduce the child welfare worker to a few rural
homes which were interested in taking children
into their homes.
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XVIII. COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES
Sub-Project A. Related Agencies
Phase 10. Vocational HQll1eGBconomics
Twice during the year two state workers of the
Vooational Agriculture Department held meetings in the
county for all of their Home Economic workers. The
Home Demonstration Agent was invited to attend the
evening meetings and to take part in the discussion.
The first meeting in the spring, was on "Changes In
the Home Due to the War and How These Situations Can
Be Faced By the Fam1lyu. The fall meeting consisted
of an ints·resting discussion on "Production and Con-'
servation" followed by an educational picture on C&nning
in the Home.
The Vo<!ati'onal HQJae.('ECdn-ondb teachers have been
very co-operative. Two of them acted as 4-H leaders.
The Home Demonstration Agent gave a demonstration
on the Use of a New Burpee Victory Canner and on Cann­
ing Corn to � high school class of 22 girls, at the
request of a new Home Economics teacher.
A talk was given to a class of Home Economics·
girls at Gila Junior College, and at two high schools.
Two requests to demonstrate Meat Alternates to
groups of women who were taking Vocational Courses
15 on Conservation had to be refused due to previous
engagements.
Also a request to teach 'a Nutrition and Canning
Class in connection with a Vocational Canning Center
could not be met. The course was so extensive that
it vould not be fitted into an employed persons schedule.
The man in charge of the Canning Center in Pima
has been very gracious in giving assistance in check­
ing and adjusting sealers for the Home Demonstration
Agent.
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XVIII. COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES
Sub-Project A. Related Aotivities
Phase 11. County Nutrition Committee
The Home Demonstration Agent attended the only two
meetings of the Graham County Nutrition Committee whioh
were held during the year. These meetings were held in
connection with the "Share the Meat" program.
Under the supervision of Miss Elizabeth Sherwood,
Home Economics teaoher a't Gila Junior College, and ,
chairman at the County Nutrition Committee, six Home
Economics trained teachers and workers in the county
took a "Refresher Course" in Nutrition. Red Cross
,eertifieation,�or teaohing the Standard Red Cross
Nutrition Course were received. With the county divided
into sections, each person was assigned to teach a group.
The Home Demonstration �ent had a fine group of women
in Pima--this was the largest group in the county.
Nine women completed the course and received their
c,ertificates, but the average attendance was larger.
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XVIII. COMMUNITY ACTIVITIF.8
Sub-Project B. Conferences
Phase, 1. Annual Conference
Three days--December 21 to the 23--were spent
in Phoenix attending the Annual Conference. Goals for
1943 were presented and discussed. The situation and
needed wartime adjustments in the Extension Program
were considered. Besides the regular sessions which
included all Agriculture Extension workers, the Home
Demonstration Agents under the leadership of Miss Jean
stewart held some separate meetings. Assistance was
given in plans for the coming year and accomplishments
of the past year were reviewed.
This agent gathered much good material and aids in
planning for the work of �raham and Greenlee Counties.
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XVIII COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES
Sub-projeot B---Conferenoes
Phase 2---0ft1ce conference
The Home Demonstration Agent makes an effort to always
be in the office on Mondays and Saturdays so that any who
wish may come for conference. Women often come on other
days also.
No regular time has been set aside for staff con­
ferences, but the Home Demonstration Agent and the County
Agric,ul ture Agent have frequent conrerencea on the
'
program of the county.
Conferences have ,been held with the following
Specialist,s who have visited the county:
Miss Jean Steward, state Leader
Miss Lorene Dryden, Clothing Specialist
Mrs. Lola Dudgeon, Nutrition Specialist
Miss Bertha Virmond, Home Demonstration Agent of
Cochise
Dr. J. N. Roney, Extension Entomologist
Mr. Emil Rovey, 4-H State Leader
Mr. Donald Hitch, Acting Spedialist
Mr. Kenneth McKee, 4-H State Leader
Mr. A. B. Ballantyne, Rural Sociologist
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XVIII. COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES
Sub-Project B. Conferences
Phase 3. Planning Conference
May 18th through the 21st was spent in Tucson
attending the Home Demonstration Agents' Planning
Conference. The conference WaS well planned and
presented in a very interesting and helpful manner.
The Graham County Home Demonstration Agent attended
a planning conference for the first time. and it meant
much to her to be associated in this way with the
other Agents in the state.
Of special interest were the talks given by
Dr. May Ca.ldwell on "Botulism" and Dr. Elzer D. Tetreau.
Rural SOCiologist. on "Impact of War on Town and Country
Family LiCe."
Each Home Demonstration Agent was given an oppor­
tunity for a personal conference with the Specialists,
and with the state Leader. At these conferences. the
work for the year was planned and put into her yearly
schedule.
At an evening dinner, opportunity was given to
meet the Home Economics Staff of the University.
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XVIII. COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES
Sub-Project C. Publioity
Phase 1. Radio
t
Four radio talks of fifteen minutes each were
given during the year. They were on the following
subjects:
Share the Meat
Adequate Diet and Point Rationing
Pack Away Your Winter Clothes
Taking the Risk Out of Washihg
Two of the programs were in oonveraational for.m
between the Home ��agement Supervisor of Farm Security
and the County Home Demonstration Agent. Another was
given by Miss Lorene Dryden, Clothing Speoialist, and
the County Home Demonstration Agent; while the fourth
was given by the Home Demonstration Agent alone.
The looal radio station has been very cooperative
in giving time for these programs. More programs oould
be given if the Agent 'felt she had time for the prepara­
tion. As soon as more clubs have completed their organi­
zation and do not require so much of the Agent's time,
more radio work will be done.
The radio has made three announcements regarding
the securing of pressure oanners and one announoement
in connection with a dehydration demonstration given
by the Extension Nutrition Specialist.
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XVIII. COWJIUNITY ACTIVITIES
St\b-Project C. Publicity
Phase 2. Weekly Column
The local weekly paper carries a column called
"On the Fann and In the Home. fI The County Agricul-
tural Agent and the Home Demonstration Agent share in
providing articles of interest to rural families, for this
column. The home Demonstration Agent has had nineteen
articles published during the year. -The subjects were:
Adequate Diets and Point Rationing
Homemakers and Def'enae
Canning--Proper Methods
Questions and Answers on Canning
Questions and Answers Regarding Canning Tomatoes
Canning Meats and Chickens
Oven Canning Dangers
Care of the Pressure Cooker--(in two articles)
Home Drying of Fruits and Vegetables
The Program of the Home Demonstration Agent
Pack Away Your Winter Clothes
Taking the Risk Out of Washing Summer Clothes--
(two articles)
Protection Against Lightning
Packing a Lunch Box
Graham County 4-H Clubs and National Achievement
We·ek
Victory Garden Program
The newspaper has also carried news articles concern­
ing Homemakers Meetings, 4-H Club Meetings, the 4-H Girl.�'
Fair, Demonstrations, 4-H Contests, 4-H Girl Goes �o
Chicago, etc.
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XVIII COMlvIUNITY ACTIVITIES
Sub-projeot C---Pub11city
Phase 3---Monthly Ciroular
Since the women reoeive so muoh material of all kinds.
the Agent has thought, that they might beoome indifferent
to a clrc�lar which came every month, therefore, ciroular
letter. have been mailed only when there was some subjeot
of special interest upon Which it was felt the women needed
to be informed. Some times this has meant more than one
circul�r'letter during the month and other �nth8.none.
� ,
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XVIII. COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES
Sub-Project D. Fairs
The 4-H Club girls of Graham County held an all
day fair at the Thatcher High School on April 10. The
boys Jr. Livestock Show was scheduled for the same day,
but due to a cold spell, they postponed theirs until
the following week. However, the girls went ahead with
theirs as plans were such that they could not be changed
very well. Miss Stewart of the University, was present
and gave.a great deal of assistance judging the judging
teamsc.and in giving instructions to "the girls on judging.
Miss Virmond, the County Home Demonstration }�ent of
Cochise County, was a very valuable addition to the fair.
She acted as a judge and made the program a very educa­
tional one in her explanation of judging. The girls
were especially benefitted by the training which they
received from Miss Virmond and Miss Stewart.
156 girls were in attendance--they had a good
display of clothing, flowers and posters. Exhibits of
food were not displayed due to rationing and the present
situation; however, various types of muffins were baked
by one of the leaders and they were judged by the girls
judging teams--they also judged table setting, scarfs
and dresses. Seven teams gave demonstrations which were
very good for the first time. These girls were all young
and inexperienced, but their willingness to participate
was very commendable. Both Mexican and Negro clubs were
represented at the fair and took part in the program.
At noon a movie was shown. In the afternoon a program
was presented by the different clubs and final awards
made. Two of the Vocational Home Econondc Departments
of the valley had exhibits of clothing and home-made
furniture. The girls of the Gila Junior College displayed
the use of ration points and also put on an interesting
skit, showing the proper clothing to wear when applying
for a position.
The following Saturday the boys held their Jr.
Livestock Show--the County Home Demonstration Agent
attended the Show, taking some 4-H Club girls to see
the exhibits of cattle, chickens, rabbits etc.
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XVIII COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES
Sub-project E---Aohievement Days
Eight 4-H club achievement day programs were held
during the year. These were held at Ed.en� Safford�. Bryce,
Central, Pima� Hollywood (negroes), and two at Thatcher.
On achievement day, the girls displayed the results
of their projects, recognition was given for completed
work and pins were presented by the Home Demonstration
Agent. Some of the clubs had fashion shows and all had
a social hour in connection with the program. Parents
were in attendance.
One club, Eden, which consisted of both boys and girls
displayed their animals, chickens, garden produce,
clothing and flowers. The president of the club� a young
girl very efficient in executive ability, planned the
program. She &ad the vice-president who had given a
demonstration at the count,y fair, planned and trained tour
demonstration teams for this program. Taking advantage
of what they had learned at this fair, they produced
better teams than any appearing at the fair.
.
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XVIV WAR ACTIVITIES
Sub-project A---Share the Meat Program
The share the meat pr,ogram. was started in November
1942 but was continued and completed in 1943
The Home Demonstration Agent had the responsibility
of carrying the information to fourteen rural communities
while the larger communi ties were covered by the O. C. D.
Intensive work was done in training commuoodty and neigh­
borhood leaders throughout the county. In oommunities
where the people were more oentrally located this was done
through group meetings. In other communities where it
was difficult for the leaders to come to group meetings.
the training was done through individual contacts. The
neighborhood leaders chosen, being anxious to do their
part in the program, carried the information to their
neighbors. As they explained the Share the Meat program
they also asked if the person contacted would be interested
in meat alternate Demonstrations. These demonstrations
were given as a follow-up.
Results of the program were as followSf
Communities reached---14
Neighborhood leaders---34
Estimated no. of families in ar�a---629
Number of families contaeted---5l2
Number agreeing to comply--497
Number interested in food demonstration---22l
The contacts made in connection with this program
�� as an excellent opportunity for the new Home
Demonstration Agent to personally meet many of the leading
women of the different communities and thus a foundation
was laid for future work in these areas.
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XJJIV WAI{ ACTIVITIES
Sub-project B---Point Rationing
The County Home Demonstration Agent was asked to
assist in educating the public regarding point rationing.
The neighborhood leaders which were used at the time
of the Share The Meat Program were again asked to take
part in this program also.
Group meetin�s were held with the neighborhood
leaders and other women who were willing to help.�hese
women were instructed in what point rationing would
consist of and how it was to be carried out. They
were very co-operative and gave their time to the
schools where they acted as "explainers" and answered
questions regarding point rationing, as the public
came to· register for their ration books. In some
schools, due to lack of help, the teachers asked the
"explainers" to help in filling out the consumer
declarations and even in issuing books.
As the Home Demonstration Agent went from
community to community instructing the ttexplainers,tI
in three cases the rural teachers asked for help in
understanding their part in the program, so time
was given in going over with them the method of issuing
the books.
A circular letter was sent to all rural home
makers, giving them instructions as to what was to be
rationed and how to make out their consumer declaration.
Many people have thanked the Agent for this assistance
and one city school asked for the extra copies of this
circular so that they mi,�ht give them to the people
who came to register.
luss Ruth Harrison of the Farm Security Administration
helped in training some of the "expfadner-s " and ]'1rs. Guitteau.
of the Consumer Center Division of the O. C. D., took
the responsibility of training "explainers" in Safford,
Thatcher, Pima and Solomonsville.
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XVIV v"v"AR ACTIVITIES
Sub-proje,ct C---Pressure Cookers
The Rome Demonstration Agent was asked to serve
as chairman on the sub-committee of the War Board.
which was to pass on pressure canner applications.
The Farm Security Home Management Supervisor and one
rural farm woman was chosen to serve with the Home
Demons�ration Agent.
Sixty-six applications were received. fifty, the
number allotted to Graham County were approved, and
sixteen had to be turned down. Later the allottment
was increased to seventy-rive, but due to the fact
that even the first fifty had not been able to find
canners to purchase the other twenty�five were not
considered until the present time. The latter part
of November more canners have been received by the
local merchants so at present more applications are
in the process of being approved.
The Agent has met with the War Board on six
different occasions and the sub committee has had
two meetings.
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OUTLOOK AND RmOMmIDATION
With regular, persistant effort there should be
more interest in Extension Service established. Through
publicity, personal conta�ts and method demonstration
it is hoped that sufficient interest may be aroused in
order to organize more H�emakers Clubs.
The younger women, who should be learning up-to-date
and proper methods of homemaking do not attend as well as
the older women. Some thing needs to be done to get these
young mothers out.
The outlook for 4-H Work is not as bright as it should
be. The children are interested, but women are so busy
with other activities, which they consider more important
toward the War Effort, that it is hard to secure leaders.
Most of the young girls, just out of school have left the
valley to go into defense work or to follow their husbands
to Service Camps. Young mothers with children think they
are too busy at home and older women have new duties that
war has thrust upon them or they think they have served
their day. The women need to be made to feel the importance
of 4-H Uork, to such an extent that they will give to it
their time and effort.
Increasing requests are coming to the County Agent for
information and help on all kinds of homemaking subjects.
Most of the women in the valley seem to prefer to get their
information through personal requests, rather than by attend­
ing homemakers meetings.
The Agent shall work toward more organized groups and
shall continue to comply with requests which come. War Activities
will be pushed and homemakers aided in making adjustments to
the changing situations.
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Two views of Penney's display window showing
work of 4-H Club girls in Graham County.
November 7-18, 1943.
for the food arsenal.
bonds.
1Imunlfys health.
� -"" ··1 9 ctty boys cd �
I
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Katherine costner. Pima. canned her
vegetables from her 4-H garden. She
can.pleted her 1st year canning project.
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Members of GeronLmo Homemaker's Club examlnlng
home made articles which will be used as Christmas
presents.
-5-!-
fhree leaders examining the dress form
they have just oanpleted. The dress
form was made as a demonstration before
thirty-seven women.
Here's Chloe in one of the dresses
That added up to her state victory
in Clothing Achievement.
Chloe Rogers Wins
Chicago Trip for
4-H Clothing Work
SAFFORDITES are crowing with de­light these days, because a certain
lovely high school senior of their own
town is going to get an all-expenses­
paid trip to the Chicago National 4-H
Congress to represent the whole state
in Clothing Achievement.
The girl is Chloe Rogers. Her tri­
umph is a culmination of four years of
clothing work in a Safford 4-H Club,
first under Miss Sarah Owens, later
under Mrs. Brooks Baker. Margaret
Billingsley, Graham-Greenlee home
demonstration agent, and director of
4-H homemaking projects in that area,
says that during those four years
Chloe has made all her own clothes,
besides some for her mother and other
members of the family.
It was only natural that Chloe
would turn her skill in sewing toward
wartime projects. She has made many
cotton sacks for the use of migrant
pickers, and many a nightgown for
the Red Cross.
She hasn't spent all her time sewing,
though! She has helped her mother
with canning and all-around house­
work. Being the oldest girl in her 4-H
club, she has acted as Mrs. Brooks'
assistant. She is secretary treasurer
of the senior class, plays the violin in
the school orchestra and is a drummer
in the band.
If Chloe wins for Arizona in the
national Clothing Achievement con­
test in Chicago, she'll win a $200
scholarship to the state college of her
choice. The scholarship, as well as
all the state and county prizes in
Clothing Achievement, are awarded
each year by the Spool Cotton Com­
pany.
o
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